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Top: Judi Harris presents at the W&M Symposium for Teaching & Learning
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Looking back…

The Studio for Teaching & Learning Innovation (STLI) was

launched in Summer 2019. Developing out of the eLearning

Initiatives department, STLI was designed to lead and support

innovative teaching and learning broadly across the university. In

partnership with our Advisory Council of faculty and leaders

from all five schools and multiple offices across the university,

we gradually honed our vision for how STLI might both serve the

university and be a catalyst for innovation and new ventures.

Over the first nine months, we began to live into our mission to

“catalyze community and collaboration at the intersection of innovation, learning and

discovery.” Then, Spring of 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic hit.

We rapidly shifted our focus and leaned back into our expertise in digital learning,

instructional design, and educational media development to support nearly 1,000

instructors in the rapid shift to remote teaching. Over the next 18 months we designed

short courses, workshops, webinars, and on-demand resources that helped faculty not

only navigate remote and blended teaching, but to also build the skills and mindsets to

take these innovations forward beyond this difficult time period. In this past academic

year we have been able to look beyond the pandemic and begin to leverage these new

skills to envision exciting new opportunities to engage students in their learning. Our

return to hosting the 2022 Teaching & Learning Symposium this spring after a two year

hiatus signals both the conclusion of a great academic year and positions us to lean into

new opportunities going forward.

Mark Hofer

Director Emeritus
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Looking ahead…

STLI exists at the intersection of learning, discovery, and

innovation. In each of these areas, the past 12 months brought

opportunities for STLI to build campus partnerships and lead

initiatives to further support William & Mary’s academic mission.

Going forward, we will continue to develop distinctive

educational experiences to strengthen our digital learning

environment, collaborate with faculty and students, and

contribute to innovations in the classroom.

We invite you to join us as we work together to create powerful teaching and learning

opportunities. We will continue our community programming with relevant and engaging

workshops, community conversations, teaching & learning talks, and learning labs.

Consider a one-on-one consultation with a STLI teaching consultant or an educational

media project for your class. Stop by our offices in Swem G64 or Boswell first-floor and

share your ideas. Human-centered connections are the foundation of our work, and we

are grateful for your participation in the work highlighted in this report.

Adam Barger

Interim Director
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Our Team

Top Row: Amanda Morris, Mark Hofer, Adam Barger, Diana Theisinger, Amber Donnelly, Nataki Hill, Sabrina Schaeffer

Bottom Row: Pablo Yañez, Mike Blum, Katy Shinas, Claire Hogan, Grace Helmick

2022 has been a year of change for the STLI Team. Three team members have

transitioned to new positions. Amber Donnelly, our Communication & Design Strategist

and Amanda Morris, our Instructional Design Specialist, have accepted exciting new

positions outside W&M. After his three-year term as Director, Mark Hofer is joining the

Office of Strategic Cultural Partnerships as the Educational Partnerships Coordinator.

We also welcomed a new Learning Assessment & Applied Research

Program Manager to the team. Yujie Huang joins us from the Center

for Teaching & Learning Innovation at the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville. She brings expertise in faculty development, particularly in

terms of assessment, research, diversity and inclusion, and support

for graduate students.
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Learning

STLI Academy

STLI completed a pre-pilot of a microlearning initiative built on the LearnWorlds platform.

We designed and developed 6 courses, 4 with campus partners. STLI plans to move

forward with a full pilot during the 2022-2023 academic year. STLI developed five short,

asynchronous courses for faculty on course design principles. These courses offered

practical teaching resources and activities to help faculty grow professionally as educators

while feeling supported by the STLI team. Upon completing these courses, faculty earned

a digital badge of completion through Credly. STLI created these recognition badges to be

shared on social media, resumes, and portfolios.

STLI partnered with the William & Mary Washington Center, the Alan B. Miller

Entrepreneurship Center, and Public Policy to develop micro-courses for professionals.

STLI provided consultations, instructional design, media production, digital badging, and

data collection throughout the course development process.

As seen on W&M News:

W&M’s Studio for Teaching & Learning Innovation
launches new professional learning platform
The Studio for Teaching & Learning Innovation (STLI) at
William & Mary recently launched STLI Academy, a
professional learning platform, offering on-demand courses with
opportunities to earn micro-credentials for faculty, staff and
university partners.

By Brianna Williams ’22 and Amber Donnelly, STLI

Published March 10, 2022 | Read the full story here
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Events

In the New Faculty Course Design Institute, William & Mary instructors built or enhanced

their higher education course design skills and created multiple products in preparation

for teaching in the Fall semester. Twenty-five participants engaged in asynchronous and

in-person components where they learned key strategies, created course elements, and

revised those elements based on feedback opportunities provided throughout the series.

The institute culminated in a reception jointly hosted by STLI and the President and

Provost offices.

The Studio for Teaching & Learning Innovation offered six Teaching & Learning Talks

during the 2021-2022 academic year. The Fall 2021 sessions explored specific topics that

instructors had shown interest in while addressing broad institutional goals. Sessions

allowed attendees to apply the methods and ideas presented in their courses. Sessions

included a focus on assessment and Universal Design for Learning. In total the Fall TLT

sessions had 96 attendees.

The Spring TLT sessions focused on the theme of “the science of learning." The closing

session of the Spring TLT session on Active Learning/Proactive Teaching served as the

Keynote presentation for our 2022 Teaching & Learning Symposium. This approach

bridged the ideas presented in the TLT sessions with those of the Symposium. In total the

Spring TLT sessions had 134 attendees.
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Drive-Thru Pedagogy Blog

Drive-Thru Pedagogy is the premier blog dedicated to teaching and learning praxis. STLI

advanced this project to establish a presence and readership in the greater higher

education teaching and learning community. The unique contribution of Drive-Thru

Pedagogy is a concise yet applicable approach to research-based practices. Both internal

and external contributors have been recruited as the platform grows. In the last academic

year, we published eleven posts that were read nearly 500 times. The posts were

authored by STLI team members, faculty from W&M and other universities, and graduate

students. They explored different aspects of teaching and learning, ranging from how to

“Improve Student Writing with Peer Feedback” to “Teaching Statistics with House Shopping.”

Visit our Drive-Thru Pedagogy Blog at https://stli.wm.edu/dtp/
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Discovery
Student Partners

After one year of COVID response and one year of returning to normal, the Student Partner

Program continues to evolve. After focusing almost exclusively on media and synch/asynchronous

tech support during remote and blended teaching, we began the Fall 2021 semester focusing on

student observation, student accessibility, student feedback and ideation, and student media

production. As the year progressed, the Student Partners (SPs) also proved to be instrumental in

informing the design and implementation of the Story School pilot program.

During the 2021-22 academic year, 12 undergraduate students and two graduate student leaders

assisted in a variety of projects with faculty members including:

● Technology integration support, including managing Zoom sessions to accommodate
students who could not attend class in person

● Developing a course resource website for internal and external visitors
● Student perspective and feedback on a course Blackboard site
● Supporting STLI’s new Thank-a-Teacher program

SPs supported a number of STLI projects, including

the STLI Podcast - two seasons with 16 total episodes.

The Fall season episodes interweaves student

conversations, faculty interviews on their wisdom,

and STLI team members in a long form format.

Themes included Community, Empathy, Pedagogy,

Creativity & Innovation. The Spring season, titled All

Students Considered, dove deeper into student

perspectives on their education process, with each episode containing top tips for faculty to help

understand and engage with their students. Topics explored the stress of Finals Week, the power

of the Syllabus, accessibility through Note-taking, Digital vs Analog in Class.

One new effort this year was a partnership with Student Accessibility Services. Fueled by a $10,000

private gift to support students and their instructors with needed learning accommodations, our

SPs worked with the Office of Student Accessibility Services to request a student partner for select

cases as part of their regular intake process. Additionally, we developed a six-person Accessibility

Team who worked together to create video tutorials for commonly recommended assistive

technology tools.
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Faculty Fellows for Excellence in Teaching

In 2021-22 STLI offered two Fellowships for Excellence in Teaching. Joan Gavaler in

Theater, Speech and Dance developed a project on connecting students’ interests and

values to their courses. Leslie Cochrane in Linguistics developed a project that offered

faculty practical tools for student accessibility in their courses. Each Fellow met with STLI

consultants on a regular basis to develop their ideas and produced a help sheet, a

workshop, a presentation at the W&M Teaching & Learning Symposium, and an online

short course for other instructors to use.

Leslie Cochrane: Accommodation to Accessibility Joan Gavaler: Connection Through Reflection

Scholarship of Teaching & Learning (SoTL)

STLI continues to support contributions to the teaching & learning

field through research and knowledge sharing. In 2021-2022, STLI

supported vertically-integrated research in academic innovation

leading to publication in Innovative Higher Education. Additionally,

STLI team members attended and presented at keystone

conferences in the field including EDUCAUSE, CHEP, and Stanford’s

d.School. Our goal of maintaining currency and fresh ideas in

teaching & learning continues to enrich William & Mary’s academic

environment.
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Innovation
Teaching & Learning Symposium

After a two-year hiatus, STLI hosted the Teaching & Learning Symposium on April 27-28,

2022. The symposium began with a Doodlefest and Playnote led by Sunni Brown. Dr. Peter

Doolittle served as the keynote speaker and special guest on the STLI podcast. The

remainder of the Symposium consisted of spotlight sessions, lightning rounds, and

roundtable discussions. We welcomed 77 registered participants and 35 presenters. This

in-person experience provided a great opportunity for colleagues across the university to

connect, exchange ideas, and support one another in their teaching efforts.

Participants had a very positive experience at the Symposium. Sessions were successful in

providing participants with useful information and encouraging them to apply it in their

classrooms. 96% of the participants agreed they found the session(s) very engaging, and

99% of them agreed the sessions provided useful information. In addition, 92% of

participants agreed that they would like to apply the strategies discussed in the sessions.
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University Teaching & Learning Project (UTLP)

A group of 8 faculty members explored MAXQDA for qualitative research analysis. The

group presented their findings and recommendations at the 2022 Teaching & Learning

Symposium. With the group’s recommendation, STLI plans to seek central funding for

long-term adoption of MAXQDA to enhance William & Mary’s research capacity and

support for qualitative methods.

A group of 7 faculty members explored teaching and learning connections with the

OpenMind platform. The group presented their findings and led a discussion on the topic

at the 2022 Teaching & Learning Symposium. Additionally, the group provided feedback

for Student Affairs and their plans to use OpenMind as part of onboarding new students.

Media Spaces

This year, STLI created/updated three production spaces in Boswell Hall. Studio 36 (the

Blackbox) underwent phase 1 of a two part upgrade. This included developing a small

studio space to record podcasts and interviews with professional lighting and sound.

Phase 2 of the work planned for 2022-23 will include a renovation of the back recording

rooms. This new space will be used for instructional and creative media of all types. The

Lightboard Studio provides a soundproof environment and secure location for faculty to

record videos for courses that integrate writing on a whiteboard and annotating slides.

The Deskcasting Studio upgrades include a new computer, camera, lighting, and backdrop

materials to provide instructors with a profession-level space for recording lectures.
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Collaboration
Digital Learning Environment (DLE) Initiatives

In Spring 2022, STLI facilitated one session of the Online Course Development Seminar (OCDS).

Participants developed two new courses for the W&M Washington Center summer program. OCDS

will double in size for Fall 2022.

STLI co-led the Digital Learning Environment (DLE) evaluation study, partnering with Libraries and

IT to design and deploy faculty and student surveys, design and facilitate faculty and student focus

groups, and collaborate with Tribe Innovation to generate additional student feedback about the

DLE at William & Mary. More than 570 faculty, staff, and students responded to a survey about the

DLE. Additionally, 38 instructors and over 20 students participated in focus groups to provide

feedback about the current state of the DLE and future needs. Data analysis and the development

of next steps is underway with a goal of completion in Fall 2022.

Media Projects

Under the leadership of Roy Petersen and Sabrina Schaeffer, STLI produced several innovative

educational media products. Highlights include:

● Mentoring in Physics Day: A short film in cooperation with the School of Physics, where
W&M undergraduates partner with mentors from the professional world.

● Why I Teach: Physics Faculty: A short film developed for W&M Physics Department to
highlight their faculty for prospective students. Film explores the passion of teaching.

● Lemon Learner’s Camp: A short film capturing a week-long camp for teenagers as they
learn of their family genealogy with JuJuan Johnson of the Lemon Project.

● Whole of Government Center for Excellence: Educational media support for multiple
courses, training videos, and highlight videos.

Our Youtube Channel, created in November 2020, has garnered 5,250 views, with 59 subscribers

and 191.6 hours of Watch Time.

Roy Petersen at the STLI Podcast control panel
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Story School

The STLI Student Partners participated in a year-long pilot project led by Mike Blum and Roy

Petersen to develop a model for the integration of multimedia storytelling assignments in

academic courses. The project involved the SPs learning about and then teaching basic elements

of digital storytelling in a variety of courses. Story School partners worked in a variety of roles,

from teaching concepts in class presentations to helping groups brainstorm to working

one-on-one with individual students. Story School reached over 200 students in 10+ classes.

Student Partner Jacob Hall teaching Story School session on audio production

Student Partner Jada Bonds teaching a session on Story Maps
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Thank You!

STLI relies on the thoughtful collaboration of our Advisory Council and Student Partners.

We are grateful for their work with us and their service to the university. Thank you all for

your time and dedication!

2021-22 Student Partners:

Jada Bonds

Abigail Gutleben

Jacob Hall*

Maddie Helfer*

Grace Helmick*

Claire Hogan*

Kelsey McAlister

Peter Rizzo

Maddie Schuyler

Katy Shinas*

Sam Vido

*denotes graduating senior

2021-22 Advisory Council Members:

Roxane Adler-Hickey*

Stephanie Blackmon

Aaron Bruhl

Grace Chiu

Sarah Glosson*

Holly Gruntner (graduate student rep)

Oliver Kerscher

Rachel Kim  (undergraduate student rep)

Sylvia Mitterndorfer*

Mike Murphy

Lisa Nickel*

Jim Olver

John Parman

*denotes member rotating off Council

Please consider supporting the Studio for Teaching & Learning Innovation and helping us

continue in our journey at the intersection of learning, discovery, and innovation. Learn

more about financial contributions at the giving link below:

Contribute to STLI
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